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Happy Valentine’s Day, Wildcats!
Heartfelt notes sent to the editor and published in TNH’s second annual Valentine’s
Day Love Letters.
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The women’s basketball team defeated
the Binghamton Bearcats on Sunday
afternoon to clinch a home playoffs
game in the conference tournament.
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Off-campus student housing fails to provide recycling
Sununu excludes increase for University
System funding in
budget proposal
By Tyler Kennedy
CONTENT EDITOR
In response to the state budget proposal made by Governor
Chris Sununu on Thursday, which
didn’t include any increase in
funding for the University System of New Hampshire (USNH),
UNH President Mark Huddleston
sent out an email to the university
community on Saturday saying
that this decision by Sununu is
“obviously deeply disappointing.” Huddleston also noted that
the proposed budget provides
no funding for infrastructure improvements on any of the UNH
campuses.
However, as mentioned in
Huddleston’s email, Thursday’s
proposal was only the beginning
of the process to ﬁnalize the state
budget, as it must now be approved by the New Hampshire
House of Representatives before
the state Senate makes the ﬁnal
decision on the matter in April.
“We look forward to continuing our case with Gov. Sununu
and legislators over the coming
months,” Huddleston said. “There
is still time to show our state lawmakers why UNH is worthy of
state support.”
UNH senior history major
and USNH student board representative Lincoln Crutchﬁeld had
a response to the budget proposal
that was similar to Huddleston’s.
Crutchﬁeld, who said he was
disappointed for a number of reasons, mentioned faults of the proposal, including that it was “esFunding
continued on page 3

By Alycia Wilson
DESIGN EDITOR
Recycling and sustainability
have become an ever-increasing
concern for the Durham community at large, leading the town to
implement a clause in the conditions of approval for the newest commercial complexes that
requires buildings to offer single
stream recycling to its students.
However, although the clause exists for the Durham complexes
of Orion Student Housing, Madbury Commons and the Lodges at
West Edge, questions have been
brought up by residents about
whether or not these properties are
abiding by the rules of this legally
binding clause.
The town’s Integrated Waste
Management Advisory Committee, Planning Board and Department of public works have been
working together to spearhead recycling efforts within commercial
and multi-unit complexes through
offering free recycling pickup.

“We think it’s reasonable to
require that developers include
recycling services,” Durham town
planner Michael Behrendt said.
“It’s not a very expensive thing
and it’s appropriate for a development of several hundred students.”
When Peak Campus proposed the building of their property to the town, the Lodges at West
Edge, and came before the planning board on Nov. 28, 2012, its
condition of approval document
contained a clause titled “Waste
management” that states, “The applicant shall provide the opportunity for the residents to use single
stream recycling.”
Similarly, when the University Edge property of Orion Student Housing (25-35 Main Street)
and the Golden Goose Properties’ building Madbury Commons
(17-21 Madbury Road) were
proposed to the town and came
before the planning board in the
early months of 2014, their conditions of approval also contained a
“Waste management” sector that
states, “The waste management

Alycia Wilson/Staff

Orion Student Housing does not offer any recycling options
on its property.
plan shall include single stream
recycling.”
As a result of the complex’s
acceptance to their conditions,
the planning board approved their
proposals, and the conditions of
approval were implemented in

Black History Month continues with MLK Day of Service
By Ryan Hetland
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
On Saturday, Feb. 11, volunteers of the Durham community
helped host the ﬁrst ever MLK
Day of Service event on the third
ﬂoor of the Memorial Union
Building (MUB) in celebration
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
This was the third Black History
Month event that UNH has hosted
this month.
Coordinator at the UNH Ofﬁce of Community Service &
Learning and UNH alumna Megan Brabec ‘13 led the gathering
which focused on a number of
project options, including knitting

scarves for the homeless, making
no-bake granola bars for the food
pantry, creating no-sew blankets
for Project Minus, writing letters
to veterans and making dog toys
for the Cocheco Valley Humane
Society.
The Ofﬁce of Multicultural
Student Affairs (OMSA) helped
invent the ideas of the different
stations. According to Brabec, the
event was funded by UNH’s Celebrate 150 campaign.
In reference to a famous
Martin Luther King Jr. quote,
Brabec asked the crowd, “What
are you doing for others?”
“We’re not just doing volunteer work only because it’s fun,
but rather to improve the commu-

SPOTwith Kate Haslett

On the

order to increase the town’s recycling rate and eco-friendly presence.
Be that as it may, residents
Recycle
continued on page 3

Durham police take
to social media for
Super Bowl misﬁts

nities we live in,” she added.
“At least for me, I feel like it
beams outwards; I just get a good
feeling in me,” UNH sophomore
and event program assistant Mia
Ferguson said when discussing
how helping her community affects her. Ferguson ﬁrst became
engaged in community service
at UNH when she took part in
UNH’s Pre-orientation Volunteer Experience and Service
(PrOVES) program as an incoming ﬁrst-year student, which is a
program designed to provide an
opportunity for students to learn
more about the local community.

Following the celebration in
downtown Durham after the New
England Patriots’ win at Super
Bowl LI, the UNH Police Department posted pictures on social
media looking for individuals that
caused damage to vehicles parked
on Main Street during the gathering
“Our goal has always been to
allow people to celebrate safely,”

Service
continued on page 3

Super Bowl
continued on page 3

By Anita Kotowicz
WEB EDITOR

TNH photo album

Snow shots from campus

By Jocelyn Van Saun
STAFF WRITER
It was in second grade that UNH senior Kate Haslett discovered her love for hockey, but it wasn’t until she was 19 that she
found a passion for civil engineering. With the clear hard work
and dedication she exhibits towards both of these ﬁelds, Haslett exempliﬁes the notion that it’s possible to not only pursue
multiple passions, but to also thrive while doing so.
Haslett, one of the captains of the UNH women’s ice hockey
team, was recently named as one of the 10 “2017 New Faces of
Civil Engineering” by the American Society of Civil Engineering
(ASCE).
Courtesy of Athletic Communications

Spot continued on page 3

Community members’ Instagram posts to #instaunh
that showcase this winter’s snowfall in Durham.
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UNH recognized for its outdoors

Cab presents
Jukebox II
On Feb. 10, CAB hosted Jukebox II, a Monopoly-themed
event that allowed students to
explore student organizations
from around campus.
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‘Cats trample Falcons in Gymanstics

recycling
matters
This issue’s editorial stresses
the importance of recycling
and community action in
Durham.

15
The UNH gymnastics team traveled to Ohio and defeated the Bowling
Green State Falcons on Saturday.
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SNOW DAY!
WEATHER:
32/19
Blizzard

Feb. 14

happy valentine’s
day!
- FAFSA Workshop
1 – Student Armed
Forces Association,
Thompson Hall 314,
(9:30-11:30 A.M.)
- Galentine’s Day –
Women in Science,
MUB 302, (3-6 P.M.)
WEATHER:
32/18

Feb. 15

On Feb. 3, UNH was named to the “Top 10 colleges for people who love
the great outdoors” by Money magazine. Read on to find out why.

Executive Editor

Feb. 13
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- Men’s basketball
vs. Maine, Lundholm
Gymnasium, (7 P.M.)
- Delta Xi Phi Recruitment, MUB 207,
(6-8 P.M.)
WEATHER:
37/26
Snow Showers

Feb. 16
- What’s Cooking?,
Hamel Recreation
Center, (5-7 P.M.)
- Student Recital
#9, Bratton Recital
Hall, (1-2 P.M.)
WEATHER:
32/21
A.M. Snow Showers
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were able to conﬁrm that Orion
Student Housing does not offer
recycling to its inhabitants.
“I lived in Jenkins Court last
year, and they had recycling, so I
made it a priority to recycle,” senior psychology major and Orion
Student Housing resident Madison Molea said. “I would deﬁnitely recycle if [Orion] offered it, but
they don’t.”
Several other students stated
that the Orion complex does not
offer recycling services to its residents, although, according to the
students, lack of space is not an
issue.
“I was bothered most by
looking out our window and seeing 80-90 percent of the trash
dumpsters overﬂowing with recyclable materials,” UNH alumna
and former Orion resident Ellie
Farias said. “I would like to hear
what [Orion Student Housing’s]
reasoning is behind not offering
such an easy and accessible service that has such a huge impact
on our world today.”
Each complex’s conditions
of approval also required that
“the property owner’s waste management hauler’s name, account
number, and phone number shall
be provided to the Durham Health
Ofﬁcer (DHO) . . .”
According to planning zoning and assessing ofﬁce administrative assistant Karen Edwards,
Orion Student Housing, Madbury
Commons and the Lodges at West
Edge provided Waste Management as their hauling service.
Property manager of University Edge, Beth Parker, has not
responded to requests for comments regarding the Orion Student
Housing complex’s accessibility
to recycling at the time of publication.
However, Orion Student
Housing may not be the only
complex whose operators are potentially disregarding their clause,
as residents stated that Peak Campus’ Lodges at West Edge does
not offer single stream recycling.
Among the students to comment
was senior civil engineering major
Jack Reitz.
“There is no designated recycling [bin] at the Lodges,” Reitz
said. “I feel it’s important to make
sure that waste such as plastic
and aluminum and all recyclable
materials can at least go to their
proper destination [so] it would be
nice if [the Lodges] had a separate
dumpster to recycle.”

The purpose of ASCE’s
“New Face, Collegiate Edition”
is to showcase young and talented
individuals that show potential
for a bright future in engineering
while also highlighting the work
and time they’re already devoted
to the ﬁeld, prior to their professional lives. One honoree per
division (collegiate and professional) will be selected by the
foundation DiscoverE this spring
as the “New Face of Civil Engineering” and will receive a $1,000
cash scholarship. This year’s
nominees show promise from
locations across the map, such
as Aniket Yadav from India and
Santosh Pandey from Nepal.
“It’s really neat that little
Durham, New Hampshire is kind
of on the map,” Haslett said. “I
get to represent this area. I’m really honored to do that for UNH
and for New Hampshire.”
Haslett didn’t originally plan
to major in engineering when
she ﬁrst came to UNH four years
ago. She was redshirted during
her freshman year due to an ACL
injury and it took about eight
months for her to recover and be
cleared to play, but once she was
back on the ice, she was typically
there for four hours a day.
“It’s a really continuous
learning process, time management is huge,” Haslett said. “The
life of the student athlete, regardless of your major, is very interesting in just that you’re typically
running from practice, getting to
class and trying to ﬁnd that balance…it’s like having a fulltime
job…[but] it’s something that you
very quickly adapt to.”
Haslett said that she feels
that the support and motivation
from the faculty and staff at UNH
has served as a huge factor in her
dedication to not only engineer-

Service
continued from page 1
Juan Fonseca of the Air
National Guard was visiting a
friend at UNH and decided to
attend the MLK celebration. At
the Operation Gratitude station,
volunteers wrote letters to both
veterans and those currently in
the service.
“I appreciate their service,
whether they’re overseas, in the
desert, or whatever they’re doing, whatever service they’re
in. I want to let them know that
we’re here to support them,”
Fonseca said.
A separate station was
dedicated to making homemade
granola bars for the Cornucopia

Courtsey of Jack Reitz

The Lodges at West Edge appear to offer a recycling bin.
In addition, assistant manager
to the leasing ofﬁce at the Lodges
of West Edge, Stacey Haug, said,
“No, we do not offer recycling.”
She declined to comment further.
According to Durham Health
Ofﬁcer Audrey Cline, “The Lodges are making single stream recycling so inconvenient, nobody
wants to take advantage of it.”
Peak Campus’ hauling company, Waste Management, was
able to identify that the Lodges
complex offers one 10 yard recycling bin by the ‘N’ building,
but could not conﬁrm or deny
by the time of publication if the
bin receives pickup through their
services. It remains unclear if the
Lodges do in fact offer recycling,
as the statements of the town and
the complexes offer contrasting
answers.
“It is then a judgment call for
the town whether their system reasonably meets the requirement,”
Behrendt said. “We now see the
deﬁciency of having such a simple requirement so in the future,
on large projects, we will ask for
a detailed recycling plan and that
plan will be part of the approval.”
“The [University of New
Hampshire] has set up a ‘zero
waste task force’ to bring our trash
diversion rate up, as it has been
hovering around 30 percent while
about 70 percent of our waste goes
to landﬁll,” junior forestry major
and member of the Trash 2 Treasure (T2T) student organization,
Bob Keefe, said. “Recycling efforts on off campus apartments
would be an important ﬁrst step to
achieving that goal.”
To many residents’ relief,
Madbury Commons has consistently offered plenty of clearly labeled and accessible single stream

recycling receptacles.
As noted by the chairperson
for the Integrated Waste Management Advisory Committee Nell
Neal, “[Madbury Commons] has
put forth a great effort.”
According to Golden Goose
Properties Leasing Manager Mimi
Roper, Madbury Commons offers
trash chutes on every ﬂoor in the
larger “north” building where recycling bins for tenants to put their
recyclables in are also present.
The south building offers three
recycling bins in the designated
trash rooms on the ﬁrst ﬂoor.
Behrendt stated that the town
of Durham has learned that future
large projects will most likely require a more detailed plan in order
to ensure that approved projects
are complying with their conditions of approval, and the ﬁrst
step is strengthening the communication between Durham’s Planning Board and other committees.
This starts with creating a more
detailed condition of approval in
regard to recycling that includes
more speciﬁc guidelines concerning how many receptacles should
be offered when taking the population of the complex into consideration, but also enforcing stricter
management policies on behalf of
the committees.
Although he doesn’t explicitly know if any of the complexes
are fully abiding by the clause
requiring single stream recycling,
Behrendt said that the three departments will be arranging a
meeting with the property owners
very soon.
“I think we need to step it up
some at a staff level to meet with
them,” Behrendt said. “Depending
on what they’re doing, we need to
push to have a stronger program.”

Food Pantry. The recipe for the
handmade granola bars included
vanilla, honey, peanut butter,
chocolate chips, shredded unsweetened coconut and rolled
oats. These ingredients were
then mixed together and rolled
up into small round balls and
placed into plastic bags, to donate to the pantry, which is located at 15 Mill Road in Durham.
Approximately 120 people
attended the event. NSYNC’s
“Bye Bye Bye” could be heard
playing while some attendees
made dog toys out of recycled
t-shirts and others tied blankets
for the homeless.
T-shirts and water bottles
were handed out to those who
attended, while donations were

also collected on Saturday. Such
donated items included fresh
produce that went to the food
pantry, and pet food, which went
to the Cocheco Valley Humane
Society, an all-breed animal
shelter and rescue organization
located in Dover.
The next UNH Black History month event, “Fifty Shades
of Black Love,” will be held on
Wednesday, Feb. 15, from 7:30
to 9:30 p.m. in MUB 156, and is
a discussion of the uniqueness of
black love and relationships. On
Wednesday, Feb. 22, “Always
Forward, Never Back,” will take
place from 7 to 9 p.m. in MUB
334, which will teach about
black history in higher education
at UNH.

Super Bowl
continued from page 1
Detective Thomas Kilroy of the
Durham Police Department said.
“At this time, things are still
under investigation and we’ve
managed to identify 11 students
thus far,” Kilroy said.
The department had posted
pictures of the suspects on Facebook and Twitter, asking fellow
UNH community members if they
knew the identities of the people
in question so that they could be
brought in and spoken to. This
was not the ﬁrst time that the police department has used social
media to their beneﬁt, and they
had decided to do so again with

Funding
continued from page 1
sentially an inﬂation cut” and that
it provides no capital for “much
needed upgrades that I think we
can all agree would beneﬁt the
state.”
Crutchﬁeld said he has “no
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ing, but also to hockey.
“I’ve had faculty come to
my games this year,” Haslett
said. “It’s awesome to see them
there, cheering me on. They’re
rooting for me just as much in the
classroom as they are on the ice
and that’s something really special.”
Because of the injury early
on in her college career, which
discounts her ﬁrst athletic season
at UNH, Haslett expects to graduate in May 2018 with a major in
civil engineering and a minor in
business, allowing her one more
season on the team than originally
planned. Afterwards, she hopes to
continue building her knowledge
in the ﬁeld by earning her master’s degree at UNH.
For now, Haslett is keeping
plenty busy with her schooling,
hockey, the Student Athlete Advising Committee (SAAC), Athlete InterVarsity (AIV), UNH’s
Material Research Group, and,
as if that isn’t enough, Haslett
was recently elected as the vice
president of UNH’s engineering
honors society, Tau Beta Pi. Haslett said she is looking forward to
stepping into the leadership role
that comes with being vice president of the group.
“[Being named one of the
New Faces of Civil Engineering] is truly a blessing and I’m
humbled by it,” she said. “I’m
really excited to kind of be that
light for other students, especially
girls, that it is possible to pursue
engineering, but also have other
interests. You can be an athlete,
you can be a musician, you can
be anything and still pursue engineering. It’s accessible to all students.”
Spoken like a true inspiration, Haslett and her nine conominees are the embodiment of
a bright and promising future for
engineering.
this incident due to the success
they had in the past.
“It was shocking, the amount
of videos we were getting,” Kilroy said. He went on to explain
how the department received several hundred videos every hour
from students who were willing
to help out. For the most part,
students acted safely and respectfully. It was only a small group of
individuals that caused the damage that occurred to the vehicles.
Kilroy said that his department is very appreciative of everyone that’s played a role in
helping to identify the suspected
individuals that caused damage
during an otherwise peaceful celebration.

idea” what the timeline for the
budget proposal looks like, other
than when the committee hearings
will take place, but according to
him, individuals in the university
system from all of the respective
institutions will continue to press
upon the state the need for capital
appropriations that will promote
aid for infrastructure challenges.
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Donation to expand UNH ocean engineering program
By Zerina Bajramovic
STAFF WRITER
According to a press release
sent out by the University of New
Hampshire, the university received $3 million to expand marine research and opportunities
for undergraduate students.
The gift was donated by an
anonymous source, which was
said to be an alumnus in the press
release.
“The new Chase Laboratory Ocean Engineering Wing
will provide much needed space
and afford many more students
the opportunity to work with the
outstanding engineering faculty
that UNH has assembled for this
important effort,” the anonymous
donor said in the press release.
The money will be used to
expand work in ocean exploration
and research, as well as help with
the construction of a new wing in
the Chase Engineering Laboratory.
According to the press release, UNH is the only university
in northern New England that
offers undergraduates the opportunity to earn a degree in ocean
engineering.
Though the original lab was
built in 1994, UNH’s School of
Marine Sciences and Ocean Engineering was founded in 2013 and
offers students unique opportuni-

“ The new Chase Laboratory Ocean

Engineering Wing will provide much
needed space and afford many more students the opportunity to work with the
outstanding engineering faculty that
UNH has assembled for this important
effort.”
Anonymous donor
ties in laboratory and field experience.
“The Jere A. Chase Ocean
Engineering Laboratory has a
proud history of providing a laboratory space for established and
emerging ocean engineers and
scientists,” mechanical and ocean
engineering professor Diane Foster said in the initial press release.
According to the marine science and ocean engineering website, the School of Marine Science
and Ocean Engineering is UNH’s
first “interdisciplinary school.”
The school currently houses
over a hundred graduate students,
has over 70 faculty members and
has nearly $25 million in annual
extramural research support.
The press release also included a look into what the building expansion will look like, such
as four research laboratories, an

instrumentation lab, a machine
shop and a computer closer room.
The expansion will also include a
90-seat lecture hall and a seminar
classroom, including an outdoor
workspace. The expansion is currently taking place and is prepared
to open in fall 2017.
The areas of research that the
research labs will be focusing on
are ocean structures, costal sediments, ocean acoustics and marine robotics.
According to the U.S. Department of Labor, ocean-related
science fields are expected to have
a growth of nearly 20 percent
within the next five years.
The Case Laboratory already
offers modern technology such as
a wave/tow tank, an engineering
tank and a high-speed cavitation
tunnel.

NH Briefs
Focus placed on plan to protect coral
PORTSMOUTH,
N.H.
(AP) – Federal fishing regulators want input from fishermen
about how they can protect
deep-sea coral off of New England while limiting impacts on
commercial fishing.
The New England Fishery
Management Council is holding a pair of meetings on the
subject in Massachusetts and
New Hampshire. The council
says it is looking for feedback

about fishing activity that takes
place within proposed coral
protection zones.
The council says it is also
looking for help in refining the
boundaries of its management
areas so it can protect corals
while still allowing fishing.
The meetings will be held
on March 13 and 14 in New
Bedford, Massachusetts, and
March 15 in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire.

Concord hosts annual hockey tournament
CONCORD, N.H. (AP)
— An annual tournament that
celebrates New Hampshire’s
hockey heritage is underway in
Concord.
The Black Ice Pond Hockey Championship, now in its
seventh year, is being held this
weekend White Park. Teams
compete 4-on-4 with no goalies and no nets — the goals are
boxes with slots cut into them.
The tournament was cre-

ated both to maintain and expand ice skating opportunities
for the community and to honor
the city’s place in hockey history. The nation’s first organized
hockey game was played on a
frozen pond at St. Paul’s School
in Concord in 1883.
This year’s tournament
was originally set to start Jan.
27 but was postponed due to
warm weather.
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OPEN FORUM
with

PRESIDENT MARK HUDDLESTON and PROVOST NANCY TARGETT
FEBRUARY 15, 2017 • 12:30 P.M.
Granite State Room, MUB

Questions will be accepted from the audience
and via email at Open.Forum@unh.edu

President Mark Huddleston and Provost Nancy
Targett will host a town-hall style forum to talk
about the state of UNH today, answer your
questions and engage in a conversation about
how our community can create a bright,
successful future.

#UNHForum
®
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UNH scientists make an ‘out of this world’ discovery
By Carlos Martens
STAFF WRITER
Scientists at the University
of New Hamphire’s Space Science Center have discovered
that a massive black hole has
torn apart a star and has now
been feeding on it for over 10
years. The black hole in question, XJ1500+0154, is found in
a small galaxy about 1.8 billion
light-years from Earth.
When a star wanders too
close to a black hole, it is ripped
apart by intense gravitational
tides in a process referred to by
scientists as a “tidal disruption
event” (TDE). A portion of the
star’s debris will be flung outward, while the rest is corralled
into a disk that swirls into the

black hole and becomes rapidly
heated to temperatures reaching
millions of degrees. This heated
reaction causes a unique X-ray
flare, distinguishing it as a TDE.
“Dozens of these so-called
‘tidal-disruptions’ events have
been detected since the 1990s,
but none that remained bright for
nearly as long as this one,” said
UNH Space Science Center research scientist and the study’s
lead author Dacheng Lin said in
a UNH Today press release that
was published on Feb. 6.
With the aid of three orbiting X-ray telescopes, European
Space Agency’s XMM-Newton,
and NASA’s Chandra X-Ray
Observatory and Swift Satellite,
researchers were able to locate
the distinct multi-wavelength

“

Dozens of these so-called ‘tidaldisruptions’ events have been detected since the 1990s, but none that
remained bright for nearly as long as
this one.”

Dacheng Lin

UNH Space Science Center research scientist
flares of this particular massive
TDE that began in July 2005.
The extraordinary length of this
X-ray flare currently has scientists speculating as to if this is the
most massive star to have ever
been ripped apart by a black hole.
These powerful telescopes will
allow the scientists to continue
monitoring the star’s demise.

“We have witnessed a star’s
spectacular and prolonged demise,” said Lin in the press release.
The galactic feeding frenzy by the black hole is record
breaking. Not only has it been
the longest known instance of a
black hole devouring a star, but
this particular TDE has also been

noted to consistently surpass the
Eddington Limit, the first observation of an event of this kind.
The Eddington Limit is a point
in time where the material surrounding the black hole finds a
balance between the inward pull
of the black hole’s gravity and
the outward pressure of radiation from the hot gasses. The Xrays coming from this black hole
also indicate that it appears to be
growing as it ingests the star. By
the current rate of this star’s depletion, researchers estimate the
feast will continue for another
decade, until the star is no more.
For more information on
this discovery, you can read Lin’s
published paper describing these
results in the Feb. 6 issue of the
journal “Nature Astronomy.”

- Putting out twice a week since 1911 NH Briefs
NH authorities call death a homicide
STODDARD, N.H. (AP)
– Authorities in Stoddard, New
Hampshire, are calling a shooting death a homicide.
Attorney General Joseph
Foster says state troopers found
the body of a man at a home at
about 7 p.m. Thursday. They
said he had suffered a gunshot
wound. Two other people were
in the house, both of them uninured.

Foster said Friday although the investigation is still
in the early stages, authorities
believe that they have identified all of the involved parties,
including the person who shot
the man. He said they all knew
each other and that the incident
appears to be an isolated event.
An autopsy has been
scheduled.

Abstract painters display their work
JACKSON, N.H. (AP) –
Nature and wildlife won’t be
the only view to take in at a
cross-country ski area in New
Hampshire on Saturday.
Two abstract painters will
be displaying their work along
the 56 wooded trails at the Jackson Ski Touring Center. Rebecca Klementovich of Bartlett
and Kristen Pobatschnig of
Conway call themselves the

“Femme Fatals of the North”
and are working to bring more
attention to female painters in
northern New Hampshire.
Instead of a white walled
gallery, the paintings will hang
from snowy tree branches.
Viewing hours are 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. The cost is $5 for
those traveling on foot, or $21
for a trail pass for those on skis
or snowshoes.

Town officials ask for open Meetings
NORTH
HAMPTON,
N.H. (AP) – Officials in North
Hampton are asking the city of
Portsmouth to open the meetings of a group responsible for
the environmental mediation in
and around a federal Superfund
cleanup site.
The Portsmouth Herald
reports that North Hampton
selectmen claimed in a letter to Portsmouth Mayor Jack
Blalock that the town hasn’t
been consulted on decisions
made by the Coakley Landfill
Group “within no less than five
years.”

City Attorney Robert Sullivan has said the group includes Portsmouth and North
Hampton.
Officials and residents in
North Hampton and Greenland,
where the Coakley landfill is
located, are concerned that contaminants from the landfill are
threatening the area’s residential drinking wells.
North Hampton selectmen
are asking Portsmouth officials
to open the group meetings and
publish notices and minutes of
the meetings.

Follow @TNHSportS
on Twitter for live game coverage

Want to write for TNH?
Come to our contributors’ meeting!
Every Monday at 8 p.m. in MUB room 132.
Hope to see you there!
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Lawmakers, advocates cheer parts of budget, seek more detail
By KATHLEEN RONAYNE
ASSOCIATED PRESS
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) –
Republican Gov. Chris Sununu’s
budget, at ﬁrst glance, gives a
lot of people something to cheer
about, from money for fullday kindergarten to a new fund
aimed at repairing local roads
and bridges.
But lawmakers and advocates alike are carefully evaluating the $12.1 billion spending
plan.
Many speciﬁcs on how Sununu’s proposals would actually
work remain a mystery for now.
A second budget document will
likely be released next week that
includes details on how he’ll implement his plans, such as what
formula he’ll use to dole out the
$18 million for full-day kindergarten to various school districts.
Lawmakers will now make
changes to the budget, and a ﬁnal
plan must be signed by late June.
___
WINNERS AND LOSERS
The inclusion of full-day
kindergarten marks a win for
early childhood education advocates, but the $9 million Sununu
budgets each year isn’t enough
to fully fund it in every district.
A $14 million price tag is more
realistic. House Republicans may
create a roadblock for Sununu on
this proposal.
Sununu appears to be ad-

vocating for the community college system as the key venue for
workforce development, awarding the system $10 million more
while giving no increase to the
university system.
“It’s going to break open
this conversation about what our
educational institutions should
and should not be doing in a
way that the budget process has
not done in the past,” said Steve
Norton, executive director of the
New Hampshire Center for Public Policy Studies.
Advocates for substance
abuse prevention, treatment and
recovery also are happy with
Sununu’s budget. It gives $3 million more to the “alcohol fund,”
which a governor’s commission
can choose to spend in innovative ways. Still, that’s several
million dollars lower than what
advocates had sought.
And not everyone is satisﬁed. The state’s emergency domestic violence shelters are seeing an annual cut of $20,000,
dropping the yearly allocation to
just $140,000. And the state hospital association says the budget
doesn’t include enough money to
reimburse hospitals for providing care for people without insurance.
Economic development is
a stated focus for Sununu, and
he’s outlined plans to create a
new Department of Business
and Economic Affairs and hire a
“small business advocate.” The
state currently provides a limited

amount of money for economic
development purposes, and it’s
unclear how much Sununu’s budget would boost that.
___
QUESTIONS REMAIN
Sununu’s plan to use $84
million in surplus money from
the current budget to pay for local road, bridge and school building projects remains murky. It’s
unclear if the full $84 million
would be available by the end of
the existing budget and how it
would be allocated to cities and
towns. But House Republicans
broadly seem enthused by the
idea.
Similarly, the proposal to
fund full-day kindergarten will
be open to scrutiny. Sununu says
he’d allocate the money based on
need, but the formula for calculating how much money a school
would get hasn’t been released.
Dan Vallone, director of engagement for the nonproﬁt education
group Reaching Higher, said he’s
excited about Sununu’s support
for kindergarten but would like
to see every district get the same
amount of money per student.
“You’re introducing uncertainty into what is a very tight
and difﬁcult planning process,”
he said of Sununu’s need-based
plan.
Sununu’s budget presented
Thursday also lacks speciﬁcs on
how he’d award a proposed $5
million in college scholarships.
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In Briefs
California dam threatens households
OROVILLE, Calif. (AP)
– Thousands of northern Californians were told to leave
their homes Sunday evening,
as an emergency spillway in
the country’s tallest dam was in
danger of failing and unleashing uncontrolled ﬂood waters
on towns below
The emergency spillway
of the Oroville Dam in Northern California could fail within
an hour unleashing uncontrolled ﬂood waters from Lake
Oroville, the California Department of Water Resources said
on Sunday afternoon.
People in downstream areas need to leave the area immediately, the department said.
Ofﬁcials earlier Sunday
stressed the dam was structurally sound and said there was
no threat to the public.
Residents of Oroville, a
town of 16,000 people, should
head north toward Chico, and
other cities should follow orders from their local law enforcement agencies, the Butte
County Sheriff’s ofﬁce said.
The Yuba County Ofﬁce
of Emergency Services asked
residents in the valley ﬂoor,
including Marysville, a city of
12,000 people, to evacuate and
take routes to the east, south, or
west and avoid traveling north
toward Oroville.
The California Department of Water Resources said it
is releasing as much as 100,000
cubic feet per second from the
main, heavily damaged spillway to try to drain the lake.

Department Kevin Dossey tells the Sacramento Bee
the emergency spillway was
rated to handle 250,000 cubic
feet per second, but it began
to show weakness Sunday at
a small fraction of that. Flows
through the spillway peaked at
12,600 cubic feet per second at
1 a.m. Sunday and were down
to 8,000 cubic feet per second
by midday.
Water began ﬂowing over
the emergency spillway at the
Oroville Dam in Northern California on Saturday for the ﬁrst
time in its nearly 50-year history after heavy rainfall.
Unexpected
erosion
chewed through the main spillway earlier this week, sending chunks of concrete ﬂying
and creating a 200-foot-long,
30-foot-deep hole that continues growing. Engineers don’t
know what caused the cave-in,
but Chris Orrock, a spokesman for the state Department
of Water Resources, said it appears the dam’s main spillway
has stopped crumbling even
though it’s being used for water
releases.
About 150 miles northeast of San Francisco, Lake
Oroville is one of California’s
largest man-made lakes, and
the 770-foot-tall Oroville Dam
is the nation’s tallest. The lake
is a central piece of California’s
government-run water delivery
network, supplying water for
agriculture in the Central Valley and residents and businesses in Southern California.

Search continues for missing people
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP) –
The U.S. Coast Guard in Alaska is searching for a ﬁshing
boat with six people that has
been missing in the Bering Sea
for more than a day.
Ships and aircraft have
looked through the night for the
98-foot-long F/V Destination,
according to a news release
from the agency on Sunday
afternoon. The boat had six
people on it and is owned by a
company based in Seattle, Petty
Ofﬁcer 3rd Class Lauren Steenson said.
Brent Paine, executive
director of the Seattle-based
United Catcher Boats, said
there are two vessels that ﬁsh
off Alaska called the F/V Destination.
One of them is a trawler
that belongs to his association,
and is not the one that went
missing. Paine said the other
vessel - the target of the Coast
Guard search - is a smaller vessel that has harvested crab. That
vessel but it had been moored

in Sand Point, Alaska, he said.
Paine said he does not
know anyone on the boat.
The vessel’s electronic
locating device was recovered
Saturday morning in a debris
ﬁeld containing buoys, a life
ring and an oil sheen.
The Coast Guard doesn’t
yet know the cause of the boat’s
disappearance or whether anyone survived, Steenson said.
Coast Guard crews helping
in the search include two HC130 Hercules airplane crews,
two MH-60 Jayhawk helicopter crews, an MH-65 Dolphin
helicopter crew and the Coast
Guard Cutter Morgenthau, the
agency said.
People on the small island
of St. George are looking along
the shore for any signs of the
crew. The Coast Guard didn’t
say how many members were
aboard or immediately respond
to a call seeking more information.
The agency says the water
temperature is 38 degrees.

Want to write for TNH?
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UNH named as top 10 school for outdoor fun
By Madison Neary
Staff Writer
In a piece published on Feb.
3, Money magazine named UNH
as one of the “Top 10 colleges
for people who love the great
outdoors.” Among the schools
from various locations across the
United States, UNH stands seventh on the list.
According to the writer
of the piece, Kaitlin Mulhere,
schools were selected from the
top half of Time’s Annual List of
Best Colleges. To be included in
the ﬁnal selection, colleges and
universities must have an outdoor related club or organization among the ﬁve most popular
groups at their school. Finally,
the schools are ordered by the
amount of national parks and
national forests in a 100-mile
radius of its location. UNH’s
close proximity to various outdoor activities and its second
largest student organization, the
New Hampshire Outing Club
(NHOC), were the aspects that
led to the university’s place on
the list.
“I’ll be the ﬁrst to admit the
qualiﬁcations aren’t perfectly
scientiﬁc,” Mulhere wrote in an
email.
UNH junior and NHOC
president Luke Violette said the
goal of the student group is “to
give UNH students the opportunity to enjoy and take advantage
of the phenomenal outdoors that
New Hampshire has to offer.”
The club is operated entirely
by students with a core group of
50 trip leaders that bring approximately 200 students on various
trips every semester. The majority of trips are geared toward
beginners with no prior outdoor
experience.

In addition to offering students many fun and alternative
ways to spend their free time,
UNH outdoor education clinical
associate professor Lorie Gullion said that the university’s
close proximity to the outdoors
also enhances its students’ education. According to the College
of Health and Human Services’
website, UNH has 10 majors that
enable learning through outdoor
engagement.
“We have the ability to have
absolutely incredible ﬁeld experiences for students,” Gullion
said. “And we can do it without
leaving campus or by traveling
short distances.”
Gullion also highlighted her
ability to launch her Sea Kayaking Leadership Development
program on a nearby river where
students learn ﬁrst hand how to
maneuver tidal ﬂows in a way
that helps them to develop their
group leadership skills.

“We have the ability
to have absolutely
incredible ﬁeld
experiences for
students.”
Lorie Guillon
clinical associate
professor of outdoor
education
UNH Campus Recreation’s
Outdoor Adventures programs
offers opportunities similar to
that of the NHOC, but is available to students even when
school isn’t in session. According to the program coordina-

tor, Madeleine Smith, Outdoor
Adventures offers a “friendly
and accessible environment” for
students of all mastery levels
to learn and enjoy UNH’s great
campus. Depending on the time
of year that the trips take place,
some activities the program includes are ice climbing, snowshoeing, surﬁng and stand-up
paddle boarding.

“UNH’s location
was one of the top
reasons I wanted to
come here.”
Madeleine Smith
outdoor adventures
program coordinator
“UNH’s location was one of
the top reasons I wanted to come
here,” Smith said. “ You’re half
an hour from the beach, you’re
two hours from the White Mountains, and Maine is within a hop,
skip and a jump.”
According to Gullion, research shows that exposure to
nature can decrease the stress of
daily life and can beneﬁt an individual’s physical and emotional
wellbeing.
Senior recreation management and policy major and Campus Recreation special projects
intern Nick Alley noted how
important it is for students to
take time away from laptops and
phones to enjoy the outdoors.
“Just getting that extra
sense of, ‘hey let’s go out in the
wilderness [and] take advantage
of what we have [...]’ I think that
can go a long way,” Alley said.

TNHdigital.com
Please

Recycle

Photos of New Hampshire Outing Club trips courtesy of Eric Berkemeier, Ryan Pagliaro
and Adrienne Perron
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Jukebox II offers inside look at UNH student life
By Aidan Reo
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Walking through the Memorial Union Building (MUB) between 7 and 10 p.m. on Friday,
Feb. 10, attendees saw members
of 28 different clubs and organizations lining every floor of the
MUB to show students of all ages
what they do at the university.
Jukebox II, as the name suggests, is the second part of an event
that takes place in the beginning of
the fall semester to introduce firstyear students to the various organizations on campus.
Put on by the Campus Activity Board (CAB), this year’s theme
was “Monopoly.” Each student
organization was given a property
card and Monopoly money to be
given to students as they stopped
at each table. The Monopoly
money was then used in exchange
for raffle tickets so students could

Aidan Reo/Contributing

A total of 28 different clubs and organizations attended Jukebox II to give students a taste of what student life is like at UNH.

enter to win prizes such as Monopoly board games, UNH gear,
Bluetooth headphones and more.
According to CAB member
and sophomore human development and family studies major
Caroline Foster, having a second
Jukebox during spring semester
is a better way to get students involved on campus.
“Trying to get first-year stu-

dents involved in campus clubs
and organizations during the first
semester can be overwhelming,”
Foster said. “Having another
[Jukebox] in the spring gives them
a chance to branch out and try new
things after having settled into
campus life.”
One student organization
looking to attract new members
was the Memorial Union Student

Organization (MUSO). MUSO’s
goal, according to junior women’s
studies major Hollie Foster, is to
attract those who don’t fit in with
the apparent majority at UNH.
“Our organization consists
of a lot of ‘alternative’ people; so
not the majority here on campus,”
Foster said. “Our goal is to lead an
organization that is appealing to
the people who don’t fit in.”

MUSO aims to put on small
concerts and shows at the MUB
which are typically performed by
indie and punk bands from all over
the country. On Feb. 17, MUSO
will be hosting the indie musician
Alcoa from 7 - 11 p.m. in the Entertainment Center. Additionally,
on Feb. 27, they will be hosting
a poetry night from 7 - 9 p.m. in
MUB Theatre II as a part of Feminist Week, a week of events focusing on feminist issues.
Chandler Collins of the organization Voices of Planned Parenthood (VOX), also used Jukebox II
to garner support for their cause.
“We are here to promote
gender equality and sex positivity on campus,” Collins said. Sex
positivity, as defined by Collins,
is “being able to openly talk about
issues we have with sex; being
able to break down stigmas and
understand that [sex] is a natural
and beautiful thing.”
“We felt that having a presence at the second jukebox would
give transfer students and shyer
traditional students a less intimidating environment to get
involved in our organization,”
Collins added. “Our goal is to get
people to get involved and talk to
us in the easiest way possible.”
Some students, like junior
economics major Andrew Tsan,
didn’t come to learn about the different organizations.
“I really only came for the
free stuff and to hang out,” Tsan
said. “So far I’ve gotten a bamboo
plant and some pancakes, so it’s
been pretty great.”
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TNH Newsroom Poll....

“Roses are red,
violets are blue...”

Finish the sentence:

“... read TN H, it’s
good for you.” - Allie
“... babies are cute and
puppies are too.”
- Elizabeth

“... buy me chocolate and crab
rangoons.” - Alycia
“... bring me Chipotle, I’ll
literally pay you.”
- Colleen

“... my sweater style is
known to woo.” - Tyler

“Tom Brady’s the
GOAT and you know it’s
true.” - Brian

“... I want to go to bed and
snooze.” - Zack
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NH Briefs
Accidents on NH lake claims two lives, leaves one missing
MOULTONBOROUGH,
N.H. – New Hampshire’s governor says two people are dead
and one is missing after falling
through the ice on a lake in the
state.
Gov. Chris Sununu (sooNOO’-noo) told reporters Saturday evening there have been
multiple accidents throughout
New Hampshire involving

snowmobiles and sleds.
Sununu confirms the fatalities in two different locations of Lake Winnipesaukee
(wihn-ah-pah-SAH’-kee).
Both accidents were on the
northern end of the lake. The
Republican governor said
there is still one person missing on the southern side. No
one has been identified.

Thousands of people
were on the lake for an annual
ice fishing derby but Sununu
said authorities don’t believe
there was any direct involvement between the derby and
the accidents.
He urged people to use
caution and to avoid open water.

High school guidance counselor charged with sexual assault
EXETER, N.H. – Police
in Exeter, New Hampshire,
have accused a high school
guidance counselor of sexual
misconduct involving a student.
Police said they received
a report near the end of January and started investigating. On Friday, they arrested

37-year-old Kristie Torbick,
of Lee, on a charge of aggravated felonious sexual
assault. She was released on
$10,000 personal recognizance bail and is scheduled to
appear in court on March 30.
Torbick has been a student support counselor at
Exeter High School. Her bail

conditions include no contact
with the victim; any known
or potential witnesses; anyone under age 18 besides her
children; and that she not be
on any school property. It
wasn’t immediately known if
she had a lawyer, and a phone
number couldn’t be found for
her.

@thenewhampshire
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love
letters
VALENTINE’S DAY

B. Burns:

about you there is nothing I wouldn’t want to
know. It’s so easy for me to see gravity at work in
your face, as you go to smile. It’s as if my world
ceases to exist, yet the room we ﬁnd ourselves remains lively. I look into your eyes in hopes of one
day seeing myself in them. When you look upon
me, although you will expect me not to, I engrain
your image into my memories.

For all you know, I was
yours all along.

Snow,
I love you more than all of the dollar drinks,
DHOP slices and iced coffees in the world. I
wouldn’t trade you for the world, my love. Here’s
to adventures forever. Thank you for being my
other half.

Love,
Sun

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

Dear my favorite hockey broadcaster,

Here I go with a second letter to you, hoping you will
notice this time. Your adorable mcgreggor beard makes
me smile. You make me laugh with your inappropriate
jokes and ugly Snapchat ﬁlters. You keep my heart full.
Love you so
XOXO

ANONYMOUS

Lasko,

To the
editorial staff of
TNH

30/01/15 when I got to know you,

Roses are red, you all make me
smile
When we stay up until 4 editing
in AP style.
I’m feeling so #blessed to have
you by my side,
When the printer won’t work
and we’re trying not to cry.
There’s something ﬁshy about
the thick newsroom air,
But I breathe a little better when
you all are there.
We all know the saying, sent
down straight from heaven
“Putting out twice a week since
1911”
And those two days a week
make me feel oh so ﬁne,
And I’d love to know if you’d
be my

26/01/15 When I met you,
14/02/15 when I agreed to marry you,
27/12/15 when I did marry you,

I knew there there is nothing more I
can ask for.
I love you to the moon and back and
forever will.
Happy Valentine’s Day!

Angel

valentines?

Good good,
Meeting you was like hearing a song for the ﬁrst time
and knowing it would be my favorite. From the moons of
Pluto, back down to earth, I’ll be loving you.

To Starﬁsh,

I love you and I hope Valentine’s Day is another special day for you, because everyday is special
when I’m with you.

Your little ﬁreﬂy

From Rock

To: N.P.

Emily Noodles,

I don’t really know you and you don’t know me (so
I’ll stay anonymous), but I’ve seen your Instagram
page and I have to say… I think I love you! I mean,
your last caption was lyrics to Only Time by Enya.
That’s so weird! Who does that! Love it. I’ve seen you
around campus and your sense of style is just…well…
impeccable. I’ve never seen anyone rock a satchel and
Brooks running sneakers the way you do. The joggers
are my favorite, so imagine my merriment when you
wore them for a week straight! Maybe one day I’ll
work up the courage to slide into your DMs. And then
you’ll hit the “follow.” But, until then…I’ll leave you
with this…
You may only have 739 followers, but, to me, you’re
instafamous.

-Anonymous

P.S. Your roommates are hot.

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
It would be hard to ﬁnd a Valentine cuter
than you
You’re too young for chocolate
And you will be for a while
But just seeing your little face makes me
smile
You can’t talk yet, but soon you will see
I am so very glad to be your auntie!

URN,
I love you,
homie.
Z

Love,

E.C.
To Anonymous,
I have never met a girl more hardworking, driven and passionate as you. I met you when
I wasn’t looking but I couldn’t keep my eyes off of you. Whether I was watching you present,
ﬁnding you in a crowd as I spoke or seeing you work quietly, you always looked beautiful. I
tried to ignore my feelings for you early on but I couldn’t and I just thought of you. I’m happy
for the time we have had and the time we spend together. I know that no matter where you go
in life you will ﬁnd happiness and success.
Thank you for being my valentine,

A Lucky Guy
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Opinion

You say we need a revolution

F

or a university that
takes pride and immense strides in sustainability, and has
so many individuals
who are extremely conscious and
mindful when it comes to our
earth, there is a major issue in
our own backyard. On A1 of this
issue, staff writer Alycia Wilson
has uncovered the truth behind
a recycling rumor that has been
circling campus: Orion Student
Housing, a popular off-campus
student housing complex in Durham, does not offer a recycling
option to its tenants.
In this day and age, focusing
on the environment is extremely
important. According to RecycleAcrossAmerica.org, recycling
one ton of plastic bottles saves
the equivalent energy usage of
a two person household for one
year. The fact that this complex
in Durham is refraining from supplying their residents with a recycling bin, which would cost them
no extra fees, besides the initial
cost of the container, is absurd

Although every singular effort counts, this larger
company does not conform to viable practices, preventing many students from accessing a convenient recycling
option.
and saddening.
Sustainability is an effort
that needs to be practiced by
many individuals in order to become productive. Although every
singular effort counts, this larger
company does not conform to viable practices, preventing many
students from accessing a convenient recycling option. It is time
for the community to band together and demand a change from
this company that operates in the
town of Durham.
While this change will require us getting together to take
action, it is always important to
continue to make our own recycling efforts to better the environment. Buying products made from
recycled material is just one of the
ways to live a more sustainable
life and support companies and

businesses that make these efforts.
Saving plastic bags and using
these bags for trash, reusing plastic containers, avoiding disposable
plates and silverware and donating
clothes are all ways to live by the
three R’s: reduce, reuse, recycle.
When something seems
wrong, speak up. With so many
students living within these apartments, it is time to take action
and make a change. Young adults
have a lot more power than they
realize. Once you know what you
want to take action on, are educated on the subject and can get
some others involved with your
cause, there is nothing to do but
ﬁght for what is right. Taking on
Durham’s recycling issues today,
solving world problems tomorrow…Nothing can stop a Wildcat.

Letter to the editor
A special thank you to the men and women that spend so many long hours
cleaning up our campus during and after snow storms. Thank you for keeping
our campus safe!
- The rest of the UNH community
Sent in from @UofNH on Twitter
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Letters policy
We welcome letters to the editor and aim to publish as many as possible. In writing, please follow these simple guidelines: Keep letters under 300 words.
Type them. Date them. Sign them; make sure they're signed by no more than two people. If you're a student, include your year, major and phone number.
Faculty and staff: Give us your department and phone number. TNH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Bring letters to our ofﬁce in Room 132
in the MUB, email them to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send them to The New Hampshire, MUB Room 132, Durham, NH 03824.
Opinions expressed in both signed and unsigned letters to the Editor, opinion pieces, cartoons and columns are not necessarily those of The New Hampshire or its
staff. If you do not see your side of the argument being presented, we invite you to submit a letter to the editor by sending an email to tnh.editor@unh.edu.
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tnh photo album
#InstaUNH
Check out winter photos from around campus, courtesy of UNH
community members using #InstaUNH on Instagram.
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continued from page 16
Kristen Anderson said on
Pogue’s performance. “We know
she’s capable of that everyday, in
practice she shows that, it was exciting to see it out there.”
UNH shot an impressive 52
percent from the field and 57 percent from the three-point arc. After a below average first half from
the free-throw line, the ‘Cats hit
15-19 second half free throws to
secure the win in the final minutes.
“Overall, obviously I’m
pleased in how we finished, how
we finished with free throws
and found a way to beat a really
good team,” head coach Maureen
Magarity said.
All four other Wildcat starters contributed to the win in the
teams’ second-to-last home game.
Forward Kat Fogarty added nine
points with five rebounds. Guards
Brittni Lai and Anderson added
12 and 13 points respectively.
Junior Olivia Healy added
nine points and the three starting
guards combined for seven rebounds and 10 assists.
Binghamton pressured UNH
all game as the ‘Cats tried to
bring the ball up the court, the
pressure seemed to work as UNH
gave up 19 turnovers, compared
to Binghamton’s 11.
UNH’s turnover problem
seems to be the only thing they
need to fix as their dominant forward presence, and multi-threat
guard play has been confusing
opponents all year long.
“My
other
teammates
stepped up,” Anderson said on
her turnover issues. “They did
their jobs. That’s the way we’ve
played all season.”
Turnovers are one problem
Magarity’s team has to work on,
another thing is bench perfor-
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mance. The Wildcats’ bench players only combined for one point
in the contest, and haven’t been
an asset for the team all season.
With the home stretch of
regular season games, and playoffs approaching, the Wildcats
will have to turn to bench players Ashley Storey, Aliza Simpson
and Peyton Booth to step up if
their starters struggle or have foul
trouble.
“I give our bench a lot of
confidence,” Magarity said.
“I know [Storey, Simpson and
Booth] can come in, we have a
really deep bench, they came in
and gave us good numbers it just
didn’t show up on paper.”
Up next for the ‘Cats is a
two-game road trip against rival
Maine, and America East opponent Hartford. Although UNH
was victorious in their first meetings with these teams, they can’t
relax now.
“We know we have a tough
road ahead of us,” Magarity said.
“We know we can beat these
teams, and we have that confidence going into this stretch.”
UNH takes on Maine
Wednesday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m.
at the Cross Insurance Arena in
Portland, Maine.

Follow
our twitter account for updates on your
favorite UNH
teams.
@TNHsports
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(Top) Kristen Anderson handles the ball. (Bottom) Olivia Healey reaches for the layup.

SWIM and Dive

continued from page 16
in those perspective
events. Her time in the 100 was
50.22-seconds and in the 200 she
swam a strong time of 1-minute,
48.06-seconds.
The Wildcats also saw great
performances out of Harvey
and Vivienne El-Sibay. Harvey
claimed gold in the 100 butterfly
with a time of 53.67. In doing so,
Harvey not only captured gold,
but was able to shatter a sevenyear meet record in the event. In
the 200 butterfly, Harvey also won
with El-Sibay right behind her in
fourth at a time of 2:03.08. It was
one of the more dominating events
of the weekend for the Wildcats.
“I had some goals and really
wanted to break the school record
and meet record was definitely
one of them,” Harvey said in an
interview with America East TV.
“I took it out as fast as I could and
tried to hold on just hoping to get
that :53 [seconds].”
One of the more notable wins
on the weekend came courtesy of
Miller. Miller became the first diver in UNH school history to win
gold in the America East Championships after she battled to take
the 3-meter dive top spot.
“I’m just really happy I could
pull it out for my team and help
them out. It’s exciting overall,”

Vivienne El-Sibay took fourth in the 100-yard butterfly over the weekend with a time of 56.39 seconds.
Miller said in her interview with
America East TV.
Throughout the events it was
tough for UNH to stay on top as
the two-time defending champion
UMBC Retrievers kept finding
ways to swim past the competition, but in one of the most exciting races that was witnessed, the
Wildcats prevailed with a victory
in the 400-yard freestyle relay.

“We won the last 400 [freestyle] relay by .01 [seconds] with
Harvey, Carbone, Moffatt and
Baykova anchoring and coming
from behind for the narrow win,”
Willman said.
With depth being a factor in
this year at the championships,
the Wildcats swam hard and fast
to achieve many individual goals
and push for runners-up. When it

was all said and done, the team
was happy with the results and
some new accolades are coming
back with the team to the Swasey
Pool. Miller took home Diver
of the Meet and Carbone, in her
freshman year, impressed many
by winning the 400 individual
medley and was awarded the Most
Oustanding Rookie award.
Next on the schedule for
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UNH will be the ECAC Championships. The Wildcats will hope to
send delegates to the championship weekend down in Annapolis,
Maryland starting Friday, Feb. 24.
For more information, visit
UNH athletics at unhwildcats.
com. For more stories by Ben and
UNH swimming and diving, visit
our website at tnhdigital.com.
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MEN’S HOCKEY

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
MEN’S BASKETBALL

Leissner scores 27
Wyse scores first goal as
Wildcats split with Vermont in comeback win
By BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR

By DANIEL CLARE
STAFF WRITER

With their backs against the
wall, the Wildcats were able to
walk away with two conference
points and a much-needed weekend split.
On Friday, Feb. 10, the Wildcats trailed 2-1 in the third period,
yet rallied to complete one of the
most crucial comebacks this season to defeat the No. 14 Vermont
Catamounts 4-2. The following
night, a hot first period went cold
for the ‘Cats as the Catamounts
finished strong late in the final two
periods to edge out UNH 4-2. The
split gives UNH 17 Hockey East
points, good for seventh in the
conference standings. Previously
losers of five straight going into
the weekend, the ‘Cats weathered
the storm, making progress with a
weekend split.
Senior forward Tyler Kelleher reached yet another milestone
this weekend. The Longmeadow,
Massachusetts native recorded his
50th career goal, assisted by Michael McNicholas, on the power
play in Friday night’s game. Kelleher’s four-point effort against Vermont over the weekend now gives
him a share of the lead in the nation’s top point-scorers.
The ‘Cats’ comeback Friday
night was preluded with another
slow start in which UNH surrendered yet another opening goal
while digging itselves a 2-0 hole.
Anthony Petruzelli and Brian
Bowen found the back of Danny
Tirone’s net to give the Catamounts the early advantage. But

“Great win, a much needed
win for us and a much needed win
for the morale and a spirit lifter,”
head coach Bill Herrion said of the
Binghamton game. “We did everything we could to get this win.
The guys deserve all the credit.
They showed a lot of heart, grit
and determination tonight.”
The Wildcats headed to
Vestal, New York to square off
against the Bearcats of Binghamton University on Sunday. UNH
came back from a 21-point first
half deficit to beat the Bearcats,
62-55. The win breaks the streak
of four consecutive losses for the
Wildcats.
It was a stellar game for junior forward Tanner Leissner who
bullied his way to a game high
27-point performance, his third
highest total this season. Leissner
also pulled down seven rebounds,
and was very efficient at the
charity stripe making 12-13 free
throws.
“I think it was a matter of
[Leissner] playing smarter defensively,” Herrion said of his star
big man who had only two fouls,
which has been a hindrance on his
play lately. “When [Leissner] or
Jaleen [Smith] would come out,
our production suffered. [Leissner] did a great job of staying out
of trouble and giving us the production.”
As for the game, it had the
makings of a horrendous blowout for the Wildcats. The Bearcats
came out hot in the first half as the
team amassed a 29-8 lead in the
first nine minutes of play. However, UNH woke up and began
chipping away at the deficit. At the
end of the first half, UNH was still
down, but not out, as it was 36-27
at the break.
It took until 7:56 to play in
the second half for the comeback
to be complete as UNH had the
lead for the first time all game.
Senior guard Jaleen Smith drove
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Anthony Wyse’s goal was the game-winner on Friday night.
with a win virtually a must, the
‘Cats responded with authority.
Kelleher’s power-play tally got
things started to cut the deficit
in half, but it was a third-period
showing that defined the game.
Ten of UNH’s 29 shots on goal
came in the third frame. Jason
Salvaggio tied the game at 2:18
in the third with a sharp shot that
beat goaltender Stefanos Lekkas.
Anthony Wyse scored the gamewinning goal, his first career goal
as a Wildcat to overtake the Catamounts and propel UNH to its
12th win of the season.
A second-period uproar from
Vermont was too much for the
‘Cats to come back from the following night. After a four-goal
first period, the teams went into the
first intermission tied 2-2, which
included a game-tyer from Jamie
Hill, his second of the season. The
Catamounts notched double digits
in shots in the second and third
period. Forced to play catch-up

hockey again, the ‘Cats could not
come back in this one, falling 4-2
to end the weekend.
“They competed hard and it’s
a tough league we are competing
in,” head coach Dick Umile said
following the loss and weekend
split. “It was important to get these
two points... We got to play good
hockey down the stretch here with
four games to go.”
The Wildcats now may face
their toughest challenge to date,
a home-and-home series with the
No. 3 Boston University Terriers,
a team that is 11-5 in conference
and was once ranked this season
as the No. 1 team in the country.
“Hey, we come up here and
got a split, [and now] we got a
home-and home with BU,” Umile
said. “The focus is all [on] Boston
University now.”
UNH will travel to Agganis
Arena Friday, Feb. 17 for game
one of the two-game series. Puck
drop is 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY

UNH’s bumpy ride continues
By CHRIS BOKUM
STAFF WRITER
Bumpy would be the only
way to describe the start of the
UNH women’s ice hockey team’s
Senior Night on Friday.
By the end of the night at the
Whittemore Center, the bumpy
trend continued as UNH fell to
Boston University in a wild, 4-3
tilt in a battle for home ice in the
conference playoffs.
“I thought we played really
well,” head coach Hilary Witt
said. “I thought we played well
enough to win and unfortunately,
much like last Saturday, pucks
didn’t go in their net as much as
we needed them to.”
Down 2-1 entering the second period, with a goal from
Amy Schlagel, UNH found their
resilience and pushed the Terriers to the brink while scoring two
goals in the process.
It started with Marie-Jo Pelletier at 00:54 from Schlagel’s
feed through the crease for the
one-timer to knot the game at
2-2.
Meghara McManus delivered UNH’s first lead with an unassisted wrist shot at 2:43 and put

the ‘Cats up 3-2.
“We were flying in the second,” Witt said. “I loved how we
were playing, that’s how we want
to play all the time – getting our
[defense] involved up and down
the ice. It was fun.”
That fun was short-lived as
the Terriers found their rhythm
and had a pair of goals themselves.
Natasza Tarnowski pricked
at a contested puck in the slot and
made the most of it. The equalizer came from a backhand sent
on net and passed Cashin at 9:46.
With the game tied, BU
fulfilled the comeback at 11:44
in the second from Samantha
Sutherland as she flanked the net
on the power play and took advantage of shots from teammates
Abby Cook and Nina Rodgers
to put the Terriers up for good at
4-3.
“I thought we played alright,” Schlagel said. “We got a
lot of offense but we didn’t bury
most of our chances, which is
what we need to work on.”
The ‘Cats needed a short
memory following Friday’s loss,
with the home-and-home against
BU changing venues to Boston

on Saturday afternoon.
For Schagel, a short memory was key.
“We just have to forget about
it and focus on the positives,”
Schlagel said. “Just forget about
the negatives and move on.”
On Saturday at BU, it
seemed only Schlagel and Pelletier entered the game with that
mindset, both scoring a goal
apiece as UNH faltered another
game to the Terriers, 5-2.
“I thought too often we’re
letting up a goal early,” Witt said.
“We were playing catchup, that
wasn’t great, but I thought we
fought back pretty well.”
With a UConn loss to Maine
on Saturday, UNH remains
locked up with the Huskies in
sixth place in the conference
standings.
Heading into a weekend
two-game series at UConn, Witt
understands how monumental
these games will be for UNH’s
playoff picture.
“It’s a must win,” Witt said.
“We got to go in there and win a
couple games. They have us on
the tiebreak, too, if we split. We
got to win both.”

in for a layup to put the Wildcats
ahead 47-46. UNH would not relinquish the lead and would come
out as 63-55 victors over Binghamton.
“When you lose, it’s tough. I
wasn’t sure where our confidence
was,” Herrion said. “But we answered the call. It’s good to finally get home and we got a great
opportunity to finish the season
strong.”
The much-needed win comes
off a defeat at the hands of the
University of Vermont last Thursday, Feb. 9. The Catamounts beat
the Wildcats in comfortable fashion, 82-74.
Although senior guard Daniel Dion tried to will the Wildcats to victory with a career-high
25-point game and nailing a career-high seven three’s, it wasn’t
enough to topple the mighty Catamounts in the end. However, at
one point, it looked like the Wildcats were on the verge of upsetting
the conference-leading Vermont in
the first half.
With 5:29 left to go in the
first half, the Wildcats had a surprising 33-22 lead over the Catamounts. But a fast and furious
12-0 run by Vermont squashed
any hope of maintaining the lead
as UVM went up 34-33. The first
half finished with both teams even
at 38 all.
Vermont halted a UNH
comeback as the team rattled off
two separate 12-4 runs in the second half which was led by UVM’s
Anthony Lamb who had a doubledouble with 26 points and 13 rebounds. UNH had no answer for
Lamb and the Catamounts as the
final score went against UNH 8274.
As it currently stands, UNH
has a 15-11 regular season record
and a 6-6 record in America East.
This puts the Wildcats fifth in the
conference behind the University at Albany. UNH returns home
Wednesday, Feb. 15 to face the
University of Maine Black Bears
at Lundholm Gymnasium.
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Daniel Dion hit a career-high seven three-pointers at UVM.
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THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
SKIING

One week after its dominant
display in Vermont, UNH skiing
traveled to Dartmouth College
and once again proved themselves
amongst a talented league. While
there was no shortage of effort,
a combination of harsh weather
conditions and unexpected competition made things difficult for
the Wildcats.
UNH was bested by a determined Middlebury squad that
swept third place from beneath the
‘Cats feet. Despite struggling in
the cross-country events, Middlebury dominated the alpine charts.
One first-place finish in the grand
slalom and several top-10 performances in the men’s slalom stood
out as determinant factors in Middlebury’s success.
When asked what contributed
to Middlebury’s nearly unforeseen
arrival, UNH cross-country skiing coach Cory Schwartz was almost uncertain. Because Schwartz
coaches the cross-country team,
he didn’t see any of the alpine
events this weekend.
“I think one of [Middlebury’s] alpine teams did really
well in the slalom. Actually, both
of their men’s and women’s teams
had a really good day. It gave them
enough points to pass us, or rather,
stay in front of us,” Schwartz said.
The Wildcats did in fact
struggle in the alpine events at
Dartmouth Skiway, with only two
UNH skiers finishing top-20 in the
men’s slalom. Chris Steinke and
Tonis Luik put up the best num-
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Wildcats place fourth
at Dartmouth Carnival
By BRET BELDEN
STAFF WRITER
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bers, but it wasn’t enough to overcome a devastating Middlebury
showing. They had skiers in second, sixth, ninth and 11th, combining for a total 117 team points
compared to UNH’s 60.
UNH was resilient in the
cross-country races. Katrin Larusson, Lizzie Gill and Silje Wilson
combined for a total 116 points,
securing a well-deserved first
place finish in the women’s 3x5kilometer FS relay. Although both
Larusson and Gill started the relay
strong, the win ultimately came
down to Wilson’s closing performance. Schwartz had a lot to say
about Wilson and her impressive
finish.
“With 3K left in the race,
[Wilson] was 25 seconds behind
the next skier. By the end, Wilson
had come back and finished first
by a margin of nearly ten seconds.
That’s incredibly hard to do, and
is a really strong performance,”
hea said.
Still, the team was disheartened by its slight drop in the
standings. They proved last week
that they’re capable of competing,
and well, against the likes of Dartmouth and UVM. The team feels
increasingly confident with only
one carnival left until nationals.
“We kind of got nipped by
Middlebury. [I] have no doubt that
we could’ve been third place, easily. A little disappointing, but we’re
already getting ready for the next
carnival which is at Middlebury,”
Schwartz added.
UNH travels to Rickert Touring Center this Friday for their last
regional carnival of the season.

Mulligan, Doolin lead ‘Cats to
win over Bowling Green State
By ZACK HOLLER
SPORTS EDITOR
The UNH gymnastics team
continued its hot stretch on Saturday afternoon during the dualmeet in Bowling Green, Ohio
as their domination on the bars
helped them defeat the Bowling
Green State Falcons, 194.700193.850.
The Falcons outscored the
Wildcats in the floor routine, balance beam and vault but behind
sophomores Danielle Mulligan
and Danielle Doolin the ‘Cats
were able to win the event with
an impressive showing on the uneven bars. BGSU scored a 47.075
on the bars as they had two gymnasts finish with individual scores
above 9.500. Meanwhile, UNH
had four such gymnasts; Mulligan, Doolin, senior Jennifer King
and freshman Ava Watkins. Mulligan won the event for the fifth
consecutive meet with her individual score of 9.825 on the bars.
The Wildcats also had the
highest individual score on the
floor and balance beam as junior Casey Lauter tied a careerhigh on the beam with a score
of 9.875. The beam was the final
event for the ‘Cats and Lauter’s
performance was essential for
UNH to pull out the victory.
Once again, Doolin was the
only Wildcat, or Falcon, to appear
in all four events and finished in
first place with a score of 9.850
on the floor exercise. It was the
second time this season Doolin
finished first in the floor exercise and was her best score on

the floor since Jan. 21, when she
scored a 9.900 at home against
the University of Pittsburgh and
Southern Connecticut State University.
The Falcons narrowly outscored the ‘Cats by a combined
0.250 in the vault, balance beam
and floor exercise and were outscored 1.100 on the uneven bars.
UNH did well to stay close in the
other three events with BGSU
and Doolin’s all-around performance was a big reason why.
Senior Meghan Pflieger
also had a big afternoon for the
Wildcats, as she was the team’s
top performer on the vault with a
score of 9.825. Pflieger also held
her own on the balance beam
and floor exercise as she scored
a 9.800 and 9.625, respectively.
Junior Lia Breeden tied Pflieger’s
output on the balance beam to
help guide UNH to victory.
UNH improves to 10-2 overall with a 2-1 record in conference play as they gear up for a big
conference meet this week.
Next week the Wildcats will
travel to Chapel Hill, North Carolina on Friday, Feb. 17 to take
on the University of North Carolina Tar Heels in an East Atlantic
Gymnastics League dual-meet at
7 p.m.
Then, UNH has a quick turn
around, as on Sunday, Feb. 19
they will host Temple University
at Lundholm Gymnasium at 2
p.m. in the “Stick it to the Cure”
dual meet with the Owls to help
raise breast cancer awareness.
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Upcoming
gymnastics
schedule
Friday, Feb. 17,
University of
North Carolina,
7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 19,
Temple
University,
1 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 24,
Air Force
Academy, 7 p.m.
Wednesday,
March 1,
Maryland
Quad-meet,
7 p.m.
Sunday, March 5,
Home Tri-Meet,
1 p.m.
(Senior Night)

TRACK AND FIELD

Purrier sets new personal record as her teammates win in Orono
By RYAN PAGLIARO
STAFF WRITER
“I think this might be the
greatest race [Purrier] has run at
UNH.”
These were the words that
women’s coach Robert Hoppler
used to describe Elinor Purrier’s
fastest mile run yet when he
spoke to UNH Athletics. Purrier
eclipsed her previous time of
4-minutes, 29.71-seconds to improve to a 4:29.44. Those .27
seconds may not seem like a lot,
but, when you’re as fast as Purrier, every millisecond is fought
for.
Purrier laid down the time
at the prestigious Milrose Games
on Saturday, a meet where Olympians and other professional athletes flock to for great competition. Purrier finished eighth out
of 13 runners, and her time is the
second fastest out of all collegiate
runners so far this indoor track
season.
“It’s one thing to run fast at
BU on a track you know close to
home, and another thing to come
to New York City and warm up
next to the American record holder in the 1500 meters. She had

to deal with that and handled it
well and handled the event well,”
Hoppler said to UNH athletics. “I
think it’s a real big step for her in
her career.” Purrier will continue
to work on her mile this indoor
season. Last season she placed
third in the NCAA indoor championships.
With the conference meet
two weeks away, both the men’s
and women’s team used the David Hemery Valentine Invitational hosted by BU to get ready,
sending athletes to a dual meet
in Maine this past weekend. The
Valentine invitational had a mix
of collegiate and professional
runners competing.
The women’s team saw an
array of new personal bests across
multiple events at Boston. Standing out was Alex Giese’s 9:57.59
time in the 3000-meter, breaking
her old best by more than 12 seconds. Sarah Keiran also joined
her for a time of 9:48.03 and a
new personal record (PR). Keiran
placed 28th.
Tessa Artuc placed 30th in
the 400m for a new PR of 57.81,
while Alyson Messina posted an
impressive third-place finish in
the 500m in this very large meet,
with a time of 1:15.63.
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Junior Elinor Purrier set a new personal record in the mile with a time of 4:29.44.
Senior Laura Rose Donegan
continued her mile campaign by
setting a new PR by almost two
seconds, crossing the line in
4:45.64 and finishing 18th overall. Shannon Murdock also competed in the mile for a new PR of
4:48.91, placing 23rd.
The women’s squad that was
sent to Maine was able to pull off

the win on Saturday, scoring 85.5
collective points against Maine’s
79.5. New Hampshire had a
clean sweep in both the 60m dash
and the 500m.
The men weren’t able to pull
off the win, falling to Maine 94
to 71. Highlights include placing
2-6 in the 1000m, and Christopher Gansfuss and Andrew Mat-

teucci going first and second in
the 60m hurdles respectively.
“Even though we didn’t run
fast we’re running solid and I’m
still thinking long term. I’m very
excited about it,” men’s head
coach Jim Boulanger said. “Think
long term, get people healthy,
get the freshmen to learn how to
train. It’s all very exciting.”
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Carlie claws through Bearcats
Pogue’s career-high 32 points propel UNH to 21st win
By SAM ROGERS
STAFF WRITER
A historic night for junior
forward Carlie Pogue headlined
the Wildcats’ 76-69 victory over
visiting Binghamton. In a game
with five lead changes and five
ties, the ‘Cats were able to hold
on for the victory.
Pogue scored 32 points for
UNH, which is a career-high for
the forward. Pogue was 11-19
from the field, 9-12 from the free
throw line and added 17 rebounds,
all in 37 minutes of playing time.
“Early on, all our guards
were passing the ball so I just
felt like I should finish the ball
and everything rolls from there,”
Pogue said.
“She was unstoppable, no
one could stop her,” senior guard
Kristen Anderson said on Pogue’s
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SCORE
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GYMNASTICS (10-2)

194.700 193.850
BGSU

UNH

Saturday, Bowling Green, Ohio

MEN’S HOCKEY (12-14-4)

8 2

VERMONT

UNH

Saturday, Burlington, Vt.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY (11-17-2)

3 1
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Carlie Pogue drives to the basket for two of her career high 32 points in Sunday’s win.

WBB
continued on page 13

UNH

Saturday, Boston, Mass

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL (21-4)

‘Cats swim to runner-up finish 76 69

SWIMMING AND DIVING

UNH

BINGHAMTON

Sunday, Durham, N.H.

MEN’S BASKETBALL (15-11)

63 55
UNH

BINGHAMTON

Sunday, Vestal, N.Y.

STATS
WEEK

of the

234.15
COURTESY OF AMERICA EAST COMMUNICATIONS

Corinne Carbone (left) and Haillie Miller (right) each took home individual awards in last weeks’ championship meets.
By BEN NAWN
STAFF WRITER
The UNH swimming and
diving team competed at the
America East Championships at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

over the weekend and with gold
performances by Liza Baykova,
record-setting times by Colby
Harvey and a historic win by
diver Hailee Miller, the Wildcats
claimed a tightly contested second-place finish behind the University of Maryland Baltimore

County (UMBC) who was able to
win the title for the third consecutive year. Head coach Josh Willman was satisfied with the team’s
performance over the four-day
championship weekend.
“It was a great finish to the
weekend,” Willman said. “We

were able to grab a second-place
finish fighting with Vermont.”
On Sunday, Baykova was
able to win multiple individual
medals after she took gold in the
100 and 200-yard freestyle races.
The junior has now retained the title for the last three years in those

SWIM and Dive continued on page 13

15:32.4

9.875

Hailee Miller’s
first-place
score in the
women’s
3-meter dive.
Time of Lizzie
Gill’s firstplace finish in
the women’s 5K
classic.
Casey Lauter’s
career-high
score on the
balance beam
on Saturday.

